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Powerful - cost-effectiv - sturdy

The simple beading machine
MABI Logo

Cost-effective

Sturdy

Incl. continuously variable drive

Patented MABI system 

Incl. transportation device

Incl. continuously variable drive

Incl. roll holder

Incl. rollers

Incl. T-piece guide

• Mobile

• Simple bead rolling change

The large selection of beading rollers that can be manu-
factured to customer requirements neatly completes this 
attractive offering. The beading rollers for the new MABI 
Logo can also be used on the 4DS duo beading machine 
as well as the MABI Clou.

The design resembles a wheelbarrow, which reflects the 
easy handling of the MABI Logo, as the machine is ready 
to run with just one manoeuvre.

The high-power motor guarantees carefree operation, even 
with thick sheets as well as chromium steel. Thanks to the 
high quality of the components used, the MABI Logo is 
practically maintenance-free, thus ensuring the customer 
will enjoy many years of continuous use.
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Subject to technical modifications without notice

MABI Logo
The cost-effective and robust        

beading machine

Technical specification

Length 700 mm

Width 550 mm

Height 1300 mm

Weight 80 kg

Option: Air connection 6-8 bar

Consumption 10l/min.

Mains supply 230 VAC/50Hz

Maximum capacity 1.1 kW

Sheet thicknesses    0.4 - 1.0 mm

Includes beading rollers 

Beading rollers:  Nr. 0 - 1 - 1.4 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5
Tail rollers:  Nr. 52 conical (0-20 mm)
Removal rollers:  Nr. 70

Plates

Plate with a land
Art. C 2-0182  (Standard)

Emergency stop includedPlate without a land
Art. C 2-0184  (Option)

Plate without a land
Art. C 2-0185  (Option)

Plate with a land
Art. C 2-0186  (Option)

Incl. T-piece guide

Tail-adapter (option)
for swaging circular plates on easy way

Request the detailed list of beading rollers.

Option: Green Line


